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Aims of the presentation 
 
Better comprehension of how to build an innovation project 
 
Introduction of a working method  
 
Presentation of some basic tools 
 
 
Requirements for building an innovation project  
 
a working group with different skills 
a harmonious understanding of the project scope 
good communication interrelations. 



Environment of the innovation project 
 
The legal framework establishes the limits of possible actions 
and realisations as well as the private and public financial support 
and investment access of a project. 
 
The market is fundamental in defining the business 
opportunities, the market needs, the marketable innovation ideas, 
the applicable technologies, the actual prevailing business models 
as well as the possible new business models. 
 
The society provides the clues to social entrepreneurship 
community, working force abilities, technical know how, available 
technologies as well as the entrepreneurial attitude, complex 
organisations efficiency and problem solving effectiveness.  



The legal framework for innovative enterprises 
 
Decree Law 179/2012 now converted in Law 221/221 known as 
«Growth Decree 2.0», defines the innovative enterprises as 
enterprises with new business, with HQ in Italy or in another EU 
country, with at least a production site branch in Italy, yearly 
turnover < 5Mln Euro. 
 
The start up enterprise is innovative if it meets at least 1 of the 
following criteria: 
1. expenses in R&D and innovation are at least 15% of either its 
annual costs or its turnover (the largest value is considered) 
2. employs highly qualified personnel (at least 1/3 PhD holders 
and students, or researchers, or at least 2/3 Master’s graduates)  
3. is the owner, depositary or licensee of a registered patent, or the 
owner of a registered software. 



The legal framework for innovative SMEs  
 
Decree Law 3/2015 known as “Investment compact” defines a new 
procedure for incorporation and introduces the Innovative SMEs. 
SMEs are innovative if they meet at least two of the following 
criteria: 
1. expenses in R&D and innovation are at least 3% of either its 
annual costs or its turnover (the largest value is considered) 
2. employs highly qualified personnel (at least 1/5 PhD holders 
and students, or researchers, or at least 1/3 Master’s graduates) 
3. is the owner, depositary or licensee of a registered patent, or the 
owner of a registered software. 
 
Labour regulations for innovative startup 
Innovative startups comply with the regulations on fixed-term 
contracts as defined in Decree-Law 81/2015 (known as “Jobs 
Act”). Therefore, innovative startups can hire a staffer on a fixed-
term contract for a maximum of 36 months. 



Labour regulations for innovative startup 
Innovative start ups are allowed to adopt a Flexible Remuneration 
System: salaries due to workers can have a variable component 
linked to efficiency or profitability of the company. 
 
 
Financial support for innovative startup 
Access to the SMEs Guarantee Fund, a State Fund that supports 
access to credit through guarantees on bank loans. The guarantee 
covers up to 80% of the bank loans granted to innovative startups 
and certified incubators, up to a maximum of €2.5 million per 
company, and it is provided through a simplified fast-track 
procedure. 
Possibility to collect capital through equity crowdfunding 
authorized online portals. 
For more info on start ups and innovative companies, please 
consult  startup@mise.gov.it 



The market 
The market will define the successful idea. 
Some projects cannot be developed in Italy because the Italian 
market is nor ready or prepared to accept them, so there is no 
market. 
 
What is a market? 
The market is not only a tangible market but any place where 
transactions are taking place. 
 
Features of the market 
dimensions 
consistency  
Dimensions are determined by the product exchanges or 
transactions volume. 
 
The market is defined by the product and the product defines the 
market. 



Definition of product 
Product means objects, services, digital products, ideas, models, 
patents and whatever can satisfy a need or a want. 
 
In order to link the product to the market the definition can be 
specified as 
 
the product is whatever can satisfy a need or want provided there 
are users who are ready to exchange something like money to get 
the product 
  
Characteristic of the product 
the product is only tangible because is an object of a transaction 
 
Innovation products 
Innovation products are new, technologically advanced or are 
based on innovative ideas 



Limits to innovation products 
Not any innovation, invention, creation or new idea is a product, 
but only those which become exchangeable and the exchange can 
be measured. 
Every potential innovative product should be measured, tested 
and evaluated with business tools and the nearest market (as a 
real market doesn’t exist for an innovation product) should be 
studied, measured and verified with other business tools. 
 
The society 
For an innovation project, the society  means to measure 
 

 1. the technological level reached in the territory where the 
potential market is identified. This level is found not only in one 
University (for example one Polytechnic University) but in enlarged 
exchanges among universities and industries.  



...The society 
 2. the workforce and preparation level in field of interest 
 3. the organization skills available in the territory where the 
 potential market will be tested 
 4. the social environment and entrepreneurial attitudes how 
 perceived and honed in preparation courses 
 5. the level of social environment appreciation of new ideas 
 and innovation advances 

 
Sources of information on society  
ISTAT 
Nomisma 
CGIA Mestre VE 
Research Centre of Confindustria 
Associations of industrial or engineering companies 
IEEE  
Economic Departments of Universities 



Project definition 
Project is a collaborative or individual enterprise or task, involving 
research and or design, carefully planned in order to achieve a goal 
or aim.  
A project can be part of a broad management environment that is 
created for the purpose of delivering one or more business 
products according to a specified business case. 
 
Innovation definition 
Innovation is any "new idea, device or method“ but also any 
“application of better solutions” that meet new requirements, 
unarticulated needs, or existing market needs. 
 
Innovation Project definition 
An innovation project is a project which has the aim of 
introducing an innovation business product in the defined market. 



Innovation is accomplished through more-effective products, 
processes, services, technologies, or business models that are 
readily available to markets, governments and society. 
 
Innovation project is a planned set of interrelated tasks based on 
innovation and to be executed over a fixed period and within certain 
cost and other limitations imposed by innovative product/service, or 
innovative idea or market environment 
 
Basic elements of an innovation project 
 

 1. the innovation idea, device, method or application  
  2. the costs of a project as a whole and of its single elements 

 3. the time to develop and carry it out 



1. For the first point everything is in the hands of the innovator or 
inventor who is a knowledgeable person in his chosen field.  
The best example usually studied in business courses is that of 
Mr Steve Jobs. 
  
Basic factor to offer possibilities to innovators 
The environment  
European environment studied in the report 
“LAB – FAB – APP Investing in the European future we want” 
https://ec.europa.eu/research/evaluations/pdf/archive/other.../
hlg_2017_report.pdf 
 
Direction ~ entrepreneur becoming innovator  
 
Direction ~ inventor or innovator becoming entrepreneur 
At the core of this seminar and this presentation 



The project business plan definition 
It is a decision making tool in the form of a  plan which can be 
written down (digitalized), only conceived in the head of the 
innovator, more or less structured, but is a description of logical 
comprehensive sequence of business activities, linked together by a 
business strategy. 
 
Strategy within existent business activity 
The plan aims at forecasting future developments of the activity 
 
Strategy applies to non existent market 
The scope is assessing the existence of an opportunity and  
measuring this recognition. 
 



The Business Plan (BP in short form) 
The plan shows how the business development fits with 

 production (production machinery, technology, know how)  
 marketing (sales and related activities),  
 building of the right team and organization,  
 financial projections 

 
The BP can be internally or externally focused according to the 
usage that will be done of it. 
 
Internal BP 
The BP is internal when it targets intermediate goals required to 
reach external goals. An innovation BP may cover the development 
of an innovation product, service or IT system. 
An internal BP is often developed in conjunction with a balanced 
scorecard or BSC (see complete presentation for definition) or a 
list of critical success factors. This BP internally focused will be 
using mostly non-financial measures. 



Strategic BP 
BP that identifies and targets internal goals, but provides only 
general guidance on how they will be met is called a strategic BP. 
 
External BP 
Externally focused plans target goals that are important to 
external stakeholders who include financial stakeholders, 
investors, customers or users.  
The external BP reports on  

 detailed information about financial aspects (a detailed P&L), 
 information on the organization  
 team attempting to reach the goals (for Innovation BP) 

 
The content of BP 
The content and format of the BP is determined by the goals and 
audience.  



Content of innovation project BP 
A BP for an innovation project is a BP internally focused and 
might discuss the fit between 
Costs   the innovation product costs,  

   the market development costs 
Profits 
    the profit target  
 
BP for banks 
Banks are quite concerned about defaults, so a BP for a bank loan 
or a financial institution, will build a convincing case for the 
organization’s ability to repay the loan in time.  
 
BP needs for specific knowledge 
Many different business disciplines: finance, human resource 
management, intellectual property management, supply chain 
management, operations management, R&D and production 
management, marketing.  



BP sub plans 
A BP can be viewed as a collection of sub-plans, one for each of 
the main business disciplines.   
I have chosen those which fit more the needs of an innovation 
project. 
- product and market definition, related tools being: 
   product analysis,  

 price definition,  
 customers’ analysis (Porter’s  model of enlarged  competition), 

 - competitive advantage analysis (matrix of  competitiveness/ 
 attractiveness),  

- competitive strategies 
- marketing plan (market analysis and development, marketing 

 strategies, promotional activities, distribution channels) 
- financial perspective 

 Profit and Loss Analysis 
 
The sub plans are studied in the following slides 



The first step - product analysis 
  
Detailed description of  

 the product or service, 
 the technology,  
 the materials, 
 the processing, 
 the economic impact 
 the costs of any element included in the “product list”  

 
A reference form is proposed in the following slides for an 
industrial product and one for a software product. 



Product analysis and cost (industrial tech product) 

  Usage quantity/ unit Cost in Euro 

Components (list of) per unit of 
product 

Quantity or no per 
unit product 

Euro 

Materials (including utilities) 
Quantity per unit 
product 

Euro 

Labour, Administrative and 
General costs  

Per unit product Euro 

Technology and or R&D   Per unit product Euro 

Other innovation features 
(patent or any intellectual 
property right included) 

 Per unit product Euro 

Production risks and costs 
(safety rules to be applied if 
law requires, usage of 
special materials, wastes 
special processes, etc) 

Per unit product Euro 

Total   Per unit product Total Euro 

Product n market analysis (industrial tech product) 

Customers/Users (potential no 
and cost of getting info) 

 no Euro 

Competitors (costs of getting 
info) 

 Quality and no Euro 

Competitors tech level (costs of 
getting info) 

In % comparison with 
product tech 

            Euro 

Users or customers test of 
product (cost and timing) 

Per unit x quantity Euro 

Packing costs  Per unit product Euro 

Distribution channels costs Per unit product Euro 

Total cost market Per unit product Total Euro 

 



Product analysis and cost (Software or app product) 

  Usage quantity/ unit 
Cost in 
Euro 

Time and tech developers’ 
abilities x programme or app 

Dev. Hours x specialized 
Labour cost  

Euro 

Hardware n software (including 
utilities) 

Electronic equip. Ost and 
standard software 

Euro 

Administrative and General 
costs  

Per programme or app Euro 

Hosting and other webnet costs  Per programme or app Euro 

Total   Per programme or app Total Euro 

Product and market analysis (software or app 
product) 

Potential Users quantity no and 
cost of getting info  

   Euro 

Software Competitors (costs 
of competitors analysis) 

  Euro 

Web Users or customers 
sales test (cost and timing) 

 Euro 

Web Distribution channels 
costs 

 Euro 

Total cost market Per programme or app Total Euro 

 



The second step – determination of product selling price 
 
Starting from the results of the product cost analysis, a markup 
percentage on top of “production cost” is decided and a selling 
price calculated. 
  
Calculation example 
Tot. cost = 100/(1-decimal% of markup)  
selling price= 100/(1-0,35)= 100/0,65=153,84  
with a markup of 35%. 
Selling price is 153,84 per unit product or per product.  
 
How to choose markup percentage 
Looking at practices in markets of similar products. 
Paying attention to high production costs (including tech and R&D 
costs), as a markup too high could prevent market creation and 
selling possibility and disrupt all plans. 
Paying attention to market entrance possibilities.  



The third step - competitors’ analysis  
The aim is to: 
 

 1. analyze the competitive environment and the competitors’ 
 positions  
  
 2. identify the competitive advantage of the product and that of 
 comparable products/companies,  

 
 3. assess the power relations with direct competitors (if any)  
 and the strong and weak points of potential competitors 

 
 4. understand the impact of the tech environment on strategic 
 objectives of the company 

 
 5. measure the competitive advantage in relation to cost 



The competitors’ analysis  
Considers   product factors, 

    sales factors, 
    market factors, 
    users’ or customer factors. 

 
Product factors  

 Innovation (it is a basic factor),  
 number of nearest competitors, 
 the product price,  
 the innovation product characteristics, 
 the technological and or innovation level  
 (It is measured by scaling the innovation components and 
 confronting them with those of competitors). 

 
Sales factors 

 sales channels 
 registered intellectual property rights of competitors 



Market factors 
 the growth rate of an innovation product sector  
 the perspective life span of the product  
 (e.g. the average lifespan of smart phones is 2 years, that of a 
 tab is about 4-5 years),  
 the competition in the product sector among users or 
 customers (how it takes place) 
 the location of competition (e.g. in the net, in which sites or 
 social media). 

 
Users or customers’ factors 

 the needs which the innovation product will answer, 
 the measure of customers’ satisfaction  
 (measure done with a product test) 

 
Competitive forces   
They are studied through their interactions with the help of a 
model: Porter’s model of competitive forces. 



Porter’s model or diagram of competitive forces of enlarged 
competition 



Application of the Porter’s model to an innovation product 
 1. the competitive forces which appear stronger are those who 
 have already established a market with their innovation 
 product. 
 2. potential entrants threat in the form of new competitive 
 companies in European or global market.  
 (as outside companies get higher growth speed, so gather 
 strength to enter the Italian market). 
 3. substitute innovation products in the nearest business 
 environment  
 4. bargaining power of suppliers when are monopolists in 
 supplying a specific material for the innovation production 
 5. bargaining power of opinion leaders, influencers, social 
 media, specialized networks, Tech or Eng. Universities. 
 6. Bargaining power of users or customers (e.g. state sectors 
 which could be final users of an innovation product). 



The fourth step - study and measure of competitive advantage  
It is the analysis of strong and weak points of an innovation 
product or a company as whole. 
  
The competitive advantage is measured through two basic 
components:  

 market power or price  
 productivity or cost. 

The comparison with nearest competitors is based on: 
 1. maximum price/quality/satisfaction of users’/  expectations 
 2. control of production costs, production organization and 
 management 

 
The calculation must be based on company’s budget data or 
forecasting and perspective data and competitors’ available data.  
 
The competitiveness/ attractiveness matrix is proposed as 
analysis tool. 
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How to read the matrix  
Each area means a specific product/market positioning and a 
strategy.  
The four corner areas are the best defined strategies. 
C. area - the company is competitive and the strategy can be 
“aggressive growth” (this company is a star company) Strategy 
adopted by big companies from Apple to Google. 
A. area - advantages are small, the strategy can only be a steady 
status without investment (company is a deadweight) 
B. area - competitive advantage is low but the attractiveness of 
the market is high. This represents a “difficult case”. The strategy 
is selective development. Strategy adopted by advanced genetic 
research companies. 
D. area – competitive advantage is high but market attractiveness 
is low. The strategy is one of steady status, or to defend the 
position without high expenses. 
Grey areas represent strategies not well defined and positioning 
not clear.  



The fifth step - definition of a competitive strategy 
The competitive advantage helps to define competitive strategies.  
 
The possible strategies for innovation products can vary from 
1. low product price 
2. low production costs 
3. cost focused startup company 
4. targeting already existing niche segment 
5. utilization of a differentiation resource or capability 
6. specialized knowledge with a continual innovation 
7. targeting a niche segment to be created for an innovation 
product  
8. focusing on entrepreneurial spirit as key success factor 
 
The proposed list of possible strategies is not definitive and tries to 
identify those which could be of interest in an innovation project. 
Strategies must be revised frequently and adopted only for the 
time necessary to achieve the business goal. 



Competitive strategies  
Important notice to users 
I suggest to adopt a multiple business strategy approach to 
respond effectively to any environment condition. 
An innovation company or a hopefully existing innovator could 
adopt more than one strategy they can identify in the proposed list 
or use any other strategy they think will allow them to reach 
success. The multiple strategies approach needs only consistency 
among strategies (e.g. low price strategy and a specialized 
knowledge strategy can’t easily work together, but low price 
strategy and a low cost supply chain can perfectly fit together). 
 
1.  low product price strategy   
This strategy involves the firm winning market share by appealing 
to cost-conscious or price-sensitive customers. This is achieved by 
having the lowest prices in the target market segment, or at least 
the lowest price to value ratio (price compared to what customers 
receive). 



2. low production costs strategy  
The firm must be able to operate at a lower cost and can reach 
this, adopting one of three possible strategies: 
 
achieving a high asset utilization,  
 
achieving low direct and indirect operating costs  

 outsourcing,  
 controlling production costs,  
 increasing asset capacity utilization,  
 minimizing other costs including distribution, advertising 

 
achieving better control over the value chain  

 like Dell Computer Co. that initially achieved market share by 
 keeping inventories low 
 only building computers to order via applying differentiation 
 strategies in supply/procurement chain. 



3. cost focused startup company strategy 
A small startup company can enjoy a cost advantage better than a 
leader or bigger company and be able to offer a cheaper product. 
Reference example 
The best known case is that of low-cost budget airlines who, 
despite having fewer planes than the major airlines, were able to 
achieve market share growth by offering cheap, no-frills services 
at prices much cheaper than those of the larger incumbents. 
 
4. targeting already existing niche segment strategy 
With this strategy the firm gains a competitive advantage through 
product innovation rather than efficiency.  
A focused strategy should target market segments that are less 
vulnerable to substitutes or where a competition is weakest to 
earn above-average return on investment. 
 



5. utilization of a differentiation resource or capability 
This strategy is based on specific resources like  
 

 a patent or other Intellectual Property (IP),  
 

 a unique or very rare technical expertise,  
 (e.g. Apple's design skills) 

 
 any capability that becomes of relevant interest for business 
 and venture capital, 
 (e.g. specific knowhow in biotechnology)  
  



6. specialized knowledge with a continual innovation 
This strategy is based on customers buying products or services 
from an organization to have access to its unique knowledge. 
  
The advantage is static, rather than dynamic, because the 
purchase is a one-time event.  
When customers with the same need are many, the specialized 
knowledge can be replicated.  
Continual innovation will help to maintain the competitive 
advantage edge. 
  
Reference example 
This strategy fits perfectly a new emerging market in Italy: that of 
restauration of buildings for earthquake prevention damage. When 
engineers offer their services it’s a one time service which can be 
repeated with other customers. Innovation materials and 
techniques are the strong points of this strategy. 



7. targeting a niche segment to be created for an innovation 
product 
This strategy is a focus strategy similar to strategy number 4, but 
with the substantial difference of pointing to a segment to be 
created in a completely new market.  
The costs of creating the segment and define the market can be 
high. 
In this strategy it is necessary to analyze the competitive 
advantage with utmost care and decide the price product keeping 
the markup as low as possible to push sales. The competitors 
already exist in other markets and can easily move to the new 
market or are only potential competitors. 
 
Reference example 
Electric cars sector is where this strategy can be best applied (e.g. 
ENEL investment in electric supply charging systems, small 
companies providing app, new electronic recharging systems, 
etc.). 



8. focusing on entrepreneurial spirit as key success factor 
This strategy considers the entrepreneurial spirit as more 
important than known value factors, be it cost and or price.  
 
The entrepreneur’s capability can make the difference in 
establishing  a successful company.  
 
In this case every measure is done on results and forecasting is 
difficult if not performed by the entrepreneur. 



The sixth step - definition of business project organization  
Decision on   legal form of the company 

     the number and positions of workforce 
 
The legal form of the company defines costs for procedures 
required by laws and capital necessary to set up the company. 
 
The number and positions of people of working force, their 
capabilities, the labour laws will decide the labor costs. 
 
This is the case where the innovation project aims at organizing as 
a  new startup company. 
 
The case of the innovation project being a startup project in an 
already existing company, defines the forces needed to carry on 
the project in terms of workforce, staff, location and space and all 
related costs. 
In both cases costs should be calculated. 



The seventh step - construction of marketing plan 
A marketing plan is a comprehensive document or blueprint or 
whatever presentation form is preferred.  
A marketing plan outlines describes and quantifies business 
marketing activities with the aim of attaining specific marketing 
objectives (quantified with numbers, percentages or other 
mathematical form) within a set time frame.  
A marketing plan also includes a description of the marketing mix 
that will be used to achieve the set marketing goals. 
 
The activities to be performed are: 
 

  Market study and description (sales and channels) 
  Definition of market targets (in percentage) 
  Definition of marketing strategies and goals 
  Presentation of a marketing plan budget  
  Monitoring of the marketing plan results 



The marketing plan is a tool and as such should provide a 
practical help (easily understandable indicators) in studying a 
business innovation project and manage it. The plan should show:  

  - the market in terms of sales forecasts; 
   
  - the sales channels as companies names, addresses and   
 contacts; 
   
  - for each channel the plan must indicate the costs and the   
 foreseeable sales in product units and or value; 
   
  - goals should be indicated in terms of sales value or    
 monetary or percentage values; 
   
  - marketing strategies (the different mix of promotion,    
 advertising, net sales, distribution, sales policies, sales    
 incentives, etc.) should be shown in terms of monetary    
 benefits and or sales value;  



  - the marketing mix is presented in terms of type of leverage 
  used and related costs; 
  - the time set for marketing plan application is decided by   
 the working team, but must be built also for verification    
 attainment of marketing goals. 

 
Notes 
Two values of the marketing plan - sales value and marketing 
costs - will enter in the P&L Statement. 
 
In the marketing plan all analysis already done with steps from 1st 
to 5th, become integral part of  Market study and description and 
are useful to determine the possible Market targets and the best 
possible Marketing Mix. 
 
The marketing plan is useful in sequencing the actions and 
activities as in business management interrelation among 
different fields is quite common.  



Marketing plan example 1 
Summary plan 
Product   GeD a digital product used in automotive sector for 

    electric cars 
Market   actual Italian market 10,000 cars on which could     

 be installed. In 2018 expected electric car sales are    
 2,000 units. 

Sales channels The GeD product can be sold in all car shops, car 
     repairing centers which can be reached directly and 
    via an agent. In Italy about 6-7,000 units 

Sales channels cost The shops and centers ask a monthly fixed     
 amount to of fer the product until the market is      
 established and then a profit participation on sales    
 of about 10-15%. 
    The agents, regionally located, ask for fixed       
 remuneration, salary) 

Sales by channel  Shops and centers directly contacted could sell 
     35% of total, while agents the remaining 65%.      



Marketing plan example 2 
Marketing targets to sell at least 1,000 product units, or 50% of 

      the expected market 
     350 product units directly to car shops, 650 via     
 agents 

 Marketing Mix  Exhibition participation with a space in        
 Au topromotec Bo logna (b i enn ia l exh ib i t i on f o r      
 automotive sector). 
     Estimated participation cost about E 20,000 
     Costs for search, selection, contacts of car       
 shops and repairing centers E 5,000 
     Cost for agents selection and agent costs E       
 12,000 
     web site for presentation of the “product”, sales     
 channels management. Cost about E 8,000 
     use of selected social media for product        
 presentation to electric cars owners – actual       and 

perspective. Cost about E 5,000   



Marketing plan example 3 
Marketing strategy  for the first two years substantial         

 investment in promotion and distribution to       startup 
sales.  

      From the third year selection of most        
 remunerative sales channels with price         strategy 

(special discount selling price of        15% linked to unit 
products sold, or         incentives for increased sales to 
agents),        keeping as promotional activity the         

 participation to exhibition. 
P&L statement forecast     
 
Note: the price product should reach a minimum of E 250 
(excluded VAT) for this project to startup, hoping to reach the 
selling target of 1,000 from the first year. Production cost, 
everything included (production, marketing, general costs), should 
be kept  at E 175 and a markup at 30%.   



The eighth step - calculation of the P&L statement  
The Profit and Loss statement is also called operations statement, 
it is a financial tool which visually helps to link revenues, costs 
and expenses and assesses, in a specific period of time, the 
attainment of company’s market objectives. 
 
Case 1 new startup company 
The P&L is part of the Business Plan and is mainly used for future 
earnings expectations. It is used as a forecast tool to show 

 the probabilities of success for a new business project  
 the feasibility of a new business project 

 
Case 2 established company 
The P&L accompanies the balance sheet and like the cash flow 
statement, shows changes in accounts over a set period of time. 
It can be used to calculate a number of metrics, including the 
gross profit margin, the operating profit margin, the net profit 
margin and the operating ratio. 



Form of the P&L statement 
It begins with an entry for  

 revenues and operating revenues, known as the "top line"  
and subtracts the  

 costs of doing business, (including cost of products sold, 
 operating expenses or variable expenses, tax expense, interest 
 expense). 

The difference, known as the bottom line, is  
 net income or profit or earnings. 

 
Notes 
- Operating, or variable, expenses are the expenses that rise or fall 
based on sales volume. 
- The difference between Revenues and Cost of Products is the 
operating revenue or Gross Profit margin (means the variable part 
of profits). 
- Net income (after taxes) is the net total profit earned by the 
business. 



The Profit and Loss statement form 



Profit and Loss analysis example 



The Business Plan conclusion  
Repeat the P&L for next three to five years forecasting possible 
market developments and insert it in the BP together with all the 
results of analysis and calculation from step 1 to 6. 
 
As all necessary elements have been found, studied and calculated 
the BP is finished. 
 
The completed BP shows how the innovation project will perform 
year after year. 
  
The startup company can work having as reference performance 
goals those calculated in the BP which will be the reference tool 
for managing the project. 
 
Every quarter the results and performance of the innovation 
project will be confronted with BP forecasts and next forecasts will 
be adjusted consequently in a continuous process. 



The Business Plan conclusion 2 
The success of a startup company or of any innovation project 
cannot be guaranteed by or based only on a BP or any other tool. 
 
It is the result of  some elements: 

  favourable environment  
  intensive personal and group work, 
  accurate planning 
  smart strategy definition 
  strong entrepreneurial skill 

 
BP and the other tools can define planning and strategy and can 
help in work and entrepreneurial activities. 
The environment should be approached for acquiring those 
elements which can push the attainment of project objectives. 
 
Let’s hope that this seminar is the starting point of a strong push 
towards many new innovation projects and startup companies.  


